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Food journaling is the best way to acknowledge what you put into your body without succumbing to arbitrary 
diet rules or draconian meal plans.

HOWEVER, A FOOD JOURNAL IS POINTLESS ABSENT PERIODIC ANALYSIS.

Some people love journaling and do it indefinitely. I don’t. I kept it diligently on the Motherfigure Program, 
when losing the baby weight, and when trying to incorporate more vegetables into my family’s menu. I now 
journal for a few weeks a few times a year to take stock of my eating. I evaluate the journals and then move on 
with my life.

Remember, food isn’t a friend. It isn’t a foe. It is a lovely part of life and should be valued as such. Obsession 
takes away the loveliness. Nonetheless, sticking your head in the sand also removes the glean from your dietary 
choices. And for goodness sake, do not Facebook your every meal or dessert. The food journal is for you, not 
something to defend or proselytize.

Now, let’s get auditing.

Week 1              

This week you counted calories. Let’s take a look at the results.

1) How did you measure portion sizes? By eye? Food scale? Cups? Physical markers like a deck of cards or the palm 
of your hand? How much do you trust your measurements?
                

                

2)  What was your total calorie range? Write down the lowest number of calories you ate in one day and the highest.
                

                

3) If you used a tracking service, what was your intake of the following:
•	 Fiber?        

•	 Protein?         

•	 Sugar?        

4) Look at Week 1, Day 4.
•	 How many servings of fruit did you eat?       

•	 How many servings of vegetables?      

5) Make one recommendation on how to improve your diet next week. BE VERY SPECIFIC.
For example, two out of four days I ate no fruit, not a smidgen. Therefore, my goal for the next week was to eat a piece 
of fruit every day. I made a VERY SPECIFIC addition, rather than a subtraction. Limit yourself to ONE do-able change.

If you need a reminder, write down this change and post it to your refrigerator or panty door. I wrote down “Did you 
have fruit yet?” on an index card and put it on my refrigerator.

•	 My one change is              
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Week 3              

1) What was your total calorie range for the week?           
2) Look at Day 2. How many servings of vegetables did you eat?         
3) Make one recommendation on how to improve your diet next week. BE VERY SPECIFIC. If you don’t need to 

improve, write down one thing you will keep doing.
•	 My one change is              

 

Week 5              
 
1) What was your calorie range? Write down the lowest and the highest numbers.       
2) Did you on average eat fewer, more, or about the same number of calories per day as in Week 1?    
3) Make one recommendation on how to improve your diet next week. BE VERY SPECIFIC.

•	 My one change is              

 

Week 6 to week 16            
 

Fill out the appropriate week with your number.
 
Week 6     Week 12    

Week 7      Week 13    

Week 8     Week 14    

Week 9     Week 15    

Week 10     Week 16    

Week 11    

SCALING

I like scales.  A scale lets you overview your choices 
without fixating on any particular meal or day.

The Scale: 0 – 10

0 = You feel awful about your food choices because 
you consumed not one single vegetable and ate fast 
food every day.

10 = Absolute elation with every single food choice 
at every single meal.

1) Click on bar chart. 
2) Choose vertical or horizontal. I ignored the other options. 
3) Click on data. Choose “11” from the  Number of Items   

drop down menu. 
4) Type “Food Journal Scale” under  Series Details .  

Under  Series Details :
•	 Put the week number as  Section Name ;
•	 and your scale number as  Section Value . 

For example, under “Section 1” I typed “6” for Week 6 and then “5” 
because I gave myself a 5 for that week. Under “Section 2” I typed 
“7” for Week 7 and then “7” because I gave myself a 7 for that week.

5) Fill out the sections, choose your bar color, and click   
 Display . I skipped  Labels . 

If you want to save or share your graph, click “Save”. If you want to 
share it with me, feel free to email meredith@motherfigure.com

Optional - Visualize It:
Go to http://www.meta-chart.com to make a free bar or line chart of your scale.
For example, I made a bar chart.
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